
Outa Space (ufos)

Machel Montano

Aye ah serious thing wha ah gwan now 
You see wha ah gwan 
Space ah gwan 
Cause the dance too ram 
You no see wha ah gwan 
Well this is Beenie Man 

And who 

XTATIK 

Now yuh flag 
Is yuh UFO 
Unidentified flying object 
Put it up in d sky 
In the sky, Up in the sky 
Very high, high 

Yuh ready fe blast 
Minus 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 

Ready fe blast off now 

Everything - Up, down, 
Now 
Unidentified flying objects, Unidentified 
Up in the sky 
Unidentified flying objects, Unidentified 
Way in the sky 
Unidentified flying objects, Unidentified 
Pelt it high 
Unidentified flying objects, Unidentified 
Watch meh now 

Say 

Point yuh finger point it in di sky 

Everybody 
Do you see what I see? 
Do you see what I see? 
We want yuh point yuh finger point yuh finger hi 
Come again 

Do you see what I see? 
Do you see what I see? 
The people jam up they face to face 
Winning down all dey want is space 

The party ram like di human race 
Like the gateman he getting brace 
Gather up time to leave dis place 
Stop de fuss and cut to de chase 

Mount de ship climb up on d base 
We going Outa Space 

Unidentified flying objects, Unidentified 



Up in the sky 
Unidentified flying objects, Unidentified 
Up in the sky 
Unidentified flying objects, Unidentified 
In the sky 
Unidentified flying objects, Unidentified 

Machel you a go mash up de place 
Woman ah them wine up dey waist 
Dance hall ram and stadium so full 
And de place a run out a space 
We have to hold ah one flight 
We have to leave out tonight 
Pack all the bags 
And pack all the bands 
And we have to pack all the mike 

Where we going 
Out of Space Everybody (4 times) 

Point yuh finger, point it in d sky 
Do you see what I see ? 
Do you see what I see ? 
Point yuh finger point yuh finger hi 
Everybody 
Do you see what I see ? 
Do you see what I see ? 

Is it a bird? Is it a plane? 
Could be ship? Maybe a train? 
Even if it looking like rain 
We go jump up in it again 
Like we do Labor Day Brooklyn 
When de say look d storm coming 
Jump around like yuh gone insane 
Dis is Port-Of-Spain 

Now 

Now 

Haile Haile I - O 
Haile Haile I - A 
Haile Haile I, Haile Haile I, Haile Haile I - O 
Haile Haile I - O 
Haile Haile I - A 
Haile Haile I, Haile Haile I 
Now we flying away 

Let yuh body gravitate 
Let meh see yuh gravitate 

Fly away 
Let yuh body gravitate 
Gravitate Gravitate 

Jump around and Gravitate 
Raise yuh hand and gravitate 
Everybody gravitate 
Aye! Moses where yuh dey ya? 

Now Xtatik warm and all d dead stock gone 
Now the music a play 
And the women dem a wine up 



De waist pon de land 
Now look pon all dan 
How she a wine and gwan 
We get de bass 
And we run de place 
And now we a run outa space and 
Breakdown 

Now just start to throw things in the sky 

Tell them that right here now 

Point yuh finger point it in the sky 
Point It Up 

Do you see what I see ? 

Point It Up 
Raise up yuh hand them, Raise it in the sky 
Raise It Up 
Do you see what I see ? 

Raise It Up 
Raise yuh flag them - Raise it in the sky 
One More 
Eh Raise It Up 

Do you see what I see ? 
Raise it up 
Put the wavers put them in the sky 
Put it up - Now put it up 

Anything now (Twice) 
Do you see what I see ? - anything now 
Ok 
Raise It Up 

Do you see what I see ? - Raise It Up 
Raise yuh hand then, Raise it in the sky 
1 - 2 
Now say 
Do you see what I see 

Make yuh body 
Make yuh body gravitate 

Out of Space ! 

Haile Haile I - O 
Haile Haile I - A 
Haile Haile I, Haile Haile I, Haile Haile I - O 
Haile Haile I - O 
Haile Haile I - A 
Haile Haile I, Haile Haile I 
Now we flying away 

Remember that! 
Serious thing!
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